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Interpretation of varios nuclear resonances.
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It is obviously impossible to asks direct observations of
nuclear particles because of their extremely small dimensions,
but saany experimental methods for studying those particles are
available to the world of physics. Although these methods pro-
vide only indirect inform , they do afford numerous oppor-
tunities both to develc, Tirm theoric. -ting to
explain the nature of nuclear n ertie: . y of nuclear
crosis sections is one such line of attack*
If a thin sar.ple of a given ele neat Av
measured in number of ziomz I area is interposed into the
of a beta of neutrons, the number of neutrons that will be
deflected fr I LI be proportional to the number of
incident neutrons, U t and the thickness of the sample, a v.
tee A* • (-) <f£Av, \here (f\ in i preptrbitnality factor
called the tot.*i cross section. units »re area per atom.
use of standsru ial equation techniques, it
can be shown easily that <T% * (l/v>ln i; /uv ) where UQ is the
number of neutrons incident upon the sample, and Hv is the
attenuated number of undaflected neutrons at r< e
expr.; i^ent il measurements of cross sections in support of this

thesis were aeco v
;
lAsh^U by inserting sea* lea of the element
ior coujouu^; of interest a path of a col J.i&;.ted beat
aeutroniu -OBipariaon of fcJMl count or neutrons with no saaple
^rted, *»ol with the count *neu a ee&}lv of thickness v wee
insortoa, yielding fcv , : x oxides, by ewoiiS of the above formula,
an ox, erisenta 1 Value of the total crofts sect ^T"t>
. att ana eisekopf define the cross as*.- of « reaction
^ «&£*£*£.. }»«, i ,11 - • — r ' nucl*m iu Kuaoer of 1 ,clee/unit area/ unit tlas '
fhia <T" Is cloarly j 7 of the gJ
• of event tsltl: fces, mA <r\ II ial to the
of the i-robcil e» of all the pos nuclear event. • &any
ferent events are possible; snsng the& are elastic scatter-
f neutrons, inelastic scatter! rone, and capture
. osss sections &eae< -ere in ^*#re S4
total croas sscti*... .., but in efts energy region* observed elastic
scattering of neutrons *as the ever^eiaingiy pre- ant event
•
value ot <r\ la weaeured fi rious energies of
gldeat trou&, j>eaks in the crcaa acctior: cuive are ob-
served, ae peaks (and valley* is ooise asset 1 called
resonances. eir existence la not sal ateo fro® any theory
of classical mechanics, the asthoda of wave or .uantuio
Terence number© in parentheses refer to numbered
references iu the bi

Mechanics, flreit And winner have explained the occurrence of
such resonances (t)« The resonances occur in the case of ela*
scatterinf of neutrons when the energy of the compound nucleus
(original nucleus plus lncoainje neutrc rres^onds to a dis-
crete quantun state*













1 sin2 t*» 4 it
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where cf^eg i» the resonance cross section tern, <Tpot is
roximately the cross sectic ch would be observed if the
actual nucleus were re, laced i inpenetrable sphere of radius
, d~Z\X * 3 an interference tens resulting froas the wave
jj rtios of the neutron. A is the Dir?*c wave length of the
incor.i* neutron, k Is the wave nuwb^r of the incoming neutron,
I is the energy of the incosdng neutron, ^ is the resonant
energy, T is the width of the resonance at one-half of d~^ % the

auutismsi value of the rewna.cc, and g is a statistical factor,
g s UJ 1)/(21 liUo * I , ia the total angular ^oaentun
quantum nuiaber of the compound nucleus, U tha a; in of tha
target nucleus, and a ia tha spin of tha neutron (1/2 J.
Thar* ia uo known theory which will predict tha energies
| Q ), widths \P > t or quantum ntsabers (J) of tha compound states
of any nucleus. fiorta to calculate average level spacing
a
have so far yielded only qualitative success- • The eoan;. lex
tential aodel l>] rotllota the ratio of the average spacing
to the average uidtiu The Sreit- igner theory provides the
basis for determining; the quantua mwlera and % laths frc* ob-
served cross section curves when well separated resonances are
observe .
I these experiments protons (accelerated by the 4 Kev Van
de iff accelerator at i>uke University} boabarded s llthiusi
target. Tha reaction which occurs above a threshold of 1
of proton energy in the laboratory system t ucas neutrons s*
bcryliiua (Be',, ith the apparatus uaed in these experiments the
average energy spread of neutrons so obtained was reasonably
snail (of the order of 1 kev . . The exact character of the energy
distribution, however, vas unknown. Nevertheless, it la poasible
-axe aoaie reasonable assumptions in reg&rd to enerry distri-
bution which simplify analysis of experimental data. In general,
action taken to decrease the energy spread of the neutron baas
tends to decrease the int y of the boas* A eonproadaa is
therefore necessary between beast Intensity and energy homogeneity.

The principle; objective in these experioumts and their
analyses ha* been to overcome \ ick of knowledge of neutron
•nergy spread and analyse the 3 kev and the 53 *«v resonances in
eodlun and the 2? kev, the k$ ^v, and 100 kev resonances of
fluorine by annas of tra: '.scission experiment* r to
ermine tht* quantum nuahers of the states associated with the




The apparatus used consisted of a Van da Graaff lectrostatic
Generator, a magnetic analyzer, a cyllndrica a elet ic
analyser, a litolnai target, a , eisyn o; orated sa&ple holder, a
water-fill ad tank wit*, a n«utron OsllistttUtg cavity, and boron
trifluoride (BP*) counters* figure 1 shows an overall picture
of tho axperidental ajp^ratus; re 2 shows the water ; md
Figure 3 shows the sample holder*
e output of the Vat* de Graaff accelerator consisted of
hydrogen ions i protons), ionised hydrogen Molecules, and isw
ritles* The first selection in regard to type of particle was
sec shed by a wa^netic analyser *hlch deflected the proton
bean 13° in the horltontal slaee and separated pro to; . om
other particles which *ere deflected by angles considerably less
than 13° • The strength of the proton beast in this segaent of
the spparatus was about 2$ to $0 microamperes*
ri—iyX energy analysis was accomplished in the electr-
ic analyser which deflected the bo bean through an
itlonai horiaoatal angle of 90° • By this Keen* energy
resolution was improved to the order of . t beast strength
was reduced to a few aiicroaiapares*

otons emerging from the electrostatic analyser bombarded
a thin lit: iw;; target. The target Kas prepared by soldering
platinum foil, whien wan two idle thick, to one end of a silver
tuv.e. ilatimuB and silver were used because their resonances
are quite narrow and their use produces uniferu end generally
li/rible effects on the experiments. flange was soldered
to the other end of the tube. The tu e, which was three Inches
length and three-quarters of an inch in diameter, was made
ef tubing of 9 mils la thickness* The target tube was
positioned In m evacuated bell jar. and lithium wee heated by
electricity and evaporated onto the inner side of the platinum
end plate* A brass shim stock liner was temporarily insetted
durinr ths evaporation process to avoid coating the sides of
the tube with lithium. ..pon removal of the target from the
bell Jar, its flange was bolted to toe end of the proton beast
colligating tube as rapidly as possible* and Immediately put
wider vacuum* k charcoal trap cooled by liquid air was used
near tne lltfclura target to lsprove the vacuum and help main-
tain the target *• purity.
I thickness of the lithium coating was a compromise be-
tween neutron yield and noutron energy spread* An arbitrary
standard thickness of bismuth was used to test the target for
lithium coating thickness and neutron yield* transmission
ratio of about §0$ at ths me resonance of bismuth with a
neutron countin rate of about 30C0 ;er minute was determined
by ex {.erlei.ee to be a #ood criterion for target acceptance*

The samples of the various substance* studied were mounted
on a apoke-like sample as device which was remotely con-
trolled at the control panel by • elsyns (see Figure 3/.
arrangement was used lor reasons of safety ana economy of tine*
The neutron flux in the vicinity of the target and the Maples
predicated a remote control system in craer te avoid over-
exposure of experimenters to radlatic . The s.oke-llk* arrange-
•ant permitted the simultaneous el of several thickneaaea of
the same arterial or sevo; ifferent substances at et>
energy* -ieator light at the control panel showed which
sample was in place for a run. The sample holder was mounted
In euch a Manner that the eample, when in place, lay between
tht on focal point on the lithium target and the neutron
counting device.
k water tank shield *a& used to limit the angles ti trough
whlcK rons -»ere accepted for counting; this limited the
neutron energy spread for a given proton energy* The water tank
was so constructed that neutrons ware accepted between 121° and
123 in the vertical plane measured from the proton beam path and
10° in traverse to each aide. A mesne of determining neutron
energy was thus effected t since, for a &lven proton energy in
the laboratory system, neutron energy is a function of this
ii la the vertical plane. m purpose of the water surround-
ing this opening was to degrade and capture neutrons at
improper angles and prevent such neutrons from being counted.
A matrix of boron trifluorioe ) counters imbedded in

paraffin was placed at tha bottoei of thia tank colligating tuba,
tha counter* were arranged In sueh manner that tha probability
of counting neutrons which entered the counter was maxiaisea.
8F3 counters work soat efficiently xitb thermal! zea neutrons*
raffId served tha purpose of thera&llsing tha high energy
neutrona enteric*; the matrix. Iff sore details concerning tha










a equation for t:.e total cross sect .ievelo; ©d in
MM , cTl i/v)k , where <TJ is the total croaa
section
, | target thickness, KQ i I 9 ms&ber of a as
eaterlx«£ the *a&plf», end H
v
la the attenuated number of neutrons
at thickness v, is valid for tha ease *nere s*moerglc neutrons
ra used, or mero 0~^ la Independent of neutron energy*
actual croaa section ob&erveti In transmission a ants la a
weighted average value of taa cross a s for the diff .
wmrg$ values of the laatartag neutron. . • r | I rposes of clari-
ftestier, <T~ is 0^~ « o/*M# *herc K la
ri&entally observed ^asasple out' cc or
bee 1 -r.i, mmI v I to* *• sis la aaaaa same Ml toy t a -
ground end potential scatterlr. .
A continuing affort is exerted In all owaeuressents of cross
sections to reduce the energy sprefc the tataalwi neutrons,
but ftosse spread always exists, if the spread is s^all In com-
parison . ;h of a resonance t the measured peak cross
section value Is aiaost equal to the true peak cross section
value* .a spi is large in coaparisen v.ith the *ldth of
the rsson&nca, the measured peak cross sect: . tolas is
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considerably less than the true pea*, cross sect alue. In
fact, a vary narrow resonance night not even ba aetected in that
ita sssll obssrved peak could be attricu eu to statistical error.
If the true psak cross section value were uniquely
determined by the energy at a! a resonance occurs , a neutron
energy *pmn<l narrow enough to allow mere detection of a
resonance would suffice for determining the true peak cross
section value. ctually several discrete values of the peak
cross section aro possible depending upon the total angular
nomentun quantum nunber, it of the compound nucleus through the
statistical weight factor, &, explained in Chapter . Teichmann
has shown that only a fsw <J values are to be expected as possi-
bilities i 9 • ' - ' » very goou neutron energy resolution
is invaluable in ueterainlng the true pe^k crc:>s sec tic; an«
Also, a good knowledge of the character of tie! neutron energy
spread woulu facilitate evaluation of experimental data.
M approach to this situation is to consider the neutrons
that are scattered na the bean passes through successive layers
or thicknesses of a substance, in the case of a normal or
ssian energy distribution of neutrons with average energy
corresponding to that of the peak of the resonance, the probabil-
ity of being scattered is InsanT wings of aussi
way fron the resonant eneri an it is near the center
of the uaussian curve (near the resonant energy.. once, with
sn incoming Gaussian energy distribution, the neutrons
scattered in thickness v of the substance have in energy
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distribution which is leptekurtic, or acre peaked than a
Gaussian* The degree of kurtosls of thia distribution is also
•aailer than t;.at of the resonance curve itaelf, indicating tnat
the energy dietribution curve of the at :d neutrons ia acre
peaked than the resonance curve. Tne unacvttered neutrons at
thickness v would nave * platykurtic, or broader than Gaussian,
energy dietrib * degree of kurtosia of the energy dis-
tribution of neutrons between thickness v and thickness 2v would
be smaller than taat of the energy <iistrlbutl&n of neutrons I
ecattered at thickness v. Determination of the cross section
by the formula defining d**pp I -•* first faragraph of this
chapter uses HT . the unseattared neutrons at thickness v, which
have a piatykurtlc energy distribution* There ia another
method of determining cross sections, nt£»rr^d to aa the
fference method herein, which takes advantage of the Improved
resolutions of the neutrons that are scattered in successive
equal joieeaee* I cross section determined on the basis of
is principle ia defined S*if»ff • (l/v) In (K - Hy/K^ • «2v^»
where the subscripts refer to tne thickness of sa&pie used whan
the neutron count, **, ia obtain* ... . The It's srould be corrected
for potential scattering before Insertion into this formula, In
sh ca:-e the value is s cross section due to the resonance
alone* *n the caae of s>onoergic neutrons, ^odiff <fapp*
; quantity »Q - v is the number of neutrons that are acattered
In the first thickness* v, oi" the substance; the quantity
v
~ 5 2v represents the number of neutrons that arc scattered
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between tnicknese v and thickness 2v. Ii view of the improved
resolution of these quantities, it la antici; ated i at ^"cdiff
is a closer approxiaat ; <f-J, true peak resonance cross
section, than tf*ipp is.
Mersbacher ami (Jhern nava developed by aeens of nu wricsl
integration a family of curves froai which K v/K can ba
determined, assuming a Gaussian neutron energy distribution (5).
The other arguments besides K^tt© are k f P/*.63y, where r
is the width of the resonance and y la the standard deviation
of the neutron energy distribution, and B • v^JT where v la
target thickness and 0~^ la the theoretical peak value of the
resonance cross sectio i irrtiClsaf uses the Greek letters °<
,
/? for if and A for y.) The relationship <r7J ^ <f^~~: L\
> '^app wa* *••*•<* *or validity by entering ..ersbacner'a
curves with various values of A and . the relationship proved
to be accurate except for large valuea of A corresponding to
very good neutron energy resolution* in such cases <fJoiff
fell below f^ip i ft value* -a cause of this anotaaly was net
pursued , since the difference wethod la unnecessary with good
resolution, in no case did
^J^ff exceen tf"~. The difference
aethon thus offers an improved approxiaation to the true peak
cross aeetion value. The prlaary weakneee of the difference
avethod fornula In its application ia that the error expectation
la rather large in tnat the numerator and denominator are
differences of experiaentall trained values. I is parti c -
l«riy &• naitive to a variation in nv .
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B. A. Bethe has deiived an expression for tieter&inine the
peak cross aectio.; value of & resonance terra, tf"T, by ft self
absorption itatuod which can be apjlied even to a flat distribu-
tion of neutron energies i&) • Bathe's formula applies to tha
situation in whicn a resonant absorbar or scatterer
is placed into a collimated beaa of neutrons and serves as a
detector* A p % Y or neutro.. count, ovice ®*y be used as a
measure of the number of intei ~trou*« Tha transmission
ratio, z , is measured by v lacing various % asses of the
same material uj.fceaa from the detector layer. formula
f.lves -, % » exp (-B/2) JQ (ifcA/. ore J is tha
3essel function of order aero and iiSV^J. <> value of ^
be calculated from the value of B/2 obtained from the curve,
since the thickness of the absorber sample, v, is known* The
method is a? lie o I isolated resonances.
» m »T> tha nuiuCi for ^ooiff , is the
number of neutrons that 9X^ scattered in thickness v, corre.
ing to the cour. it would be ob&erveo . tha detector layer
alone in tha beats. The difference Ky ~ - .^ v , the number of
neutrons scattered in the second thickness, corresponds to
neutrons detected in Bathe* e arrangement.
t ratio Hy - *i2v/**o " **v *** UJM, °' &6 z l " atfe* ,s curve,
a cross section, iefined cT^ % can be obtained. This cross
section should ba considerably larger than the true cross
section, siace Botha's formula is based 1 flat i
neutron energy distribution. The distribution used in these
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experiments is considerably better than a flat di«tributic .
A cross sectio
, ^b» obtained from Dethe's curve thus provides
an expected upper limit to ths value if the true cross secti
<$~~
: ;
. Lethe's formula Is based upon a thin detector layer,
arefore with thicknesses used in these experiments, d"^ is
an approximate upper limit*
With the above fact, in mind, samples were prepared in
single, double, and higher .narraonic tnickncsesc. dome of the
sodlua cross sections ere measured by using, sodium fluoride
(MaF) samples* « lcally pure powdered sVsf crystals were
heated to expel any water, weighed, and compressed in a
tire*] Li of 1-1/8 inch diameter, fhef were canned In brass
tubing which amd a wall thickness of about 1/32 inch. Ome £.11
silver sheets vera soldered on each end to maintain the dryness
of the samples* The samples were then tlued to sample holding
adapters and bolted to the sample holder above the water tank.
Thicknesses of tits HaF samples &.T9 given In Table .
Tabla U 8s
ample number Urn atems/sq cm
1 . 7 x 10*2
2 . , x 10*2
3 i*i>33 x 10^2




Attempts were also made to prepare phosphorus samples from
red phosphorus, but apparently the samples could not be dried
sufficiently for use in transmission experiments*
uorine samples ware obtained quite simply by using single
and double thicknesses of 1/8 incn teflon \ i olytetr*>fluorothy-
lene - • thickness of l/B inch has 1.66 x 1022 fluorine
stoats p%r sq eta*
An hermetically sealed metallic sodiua sa: pie prepared by
. I . Toller for a previous experiment was also used. Its
ckness wa.«. . V x 1Q22 atom© per square centimeter.
ssian resolution curves discussed in the description
of the difference method provide the basis for a method of jeak
height analysis which was developed by Mersbacher and Chern (5).
The three arguments to the curves are
v ,
the transmisslo
ratio, *r/*«83y where r is the width of the resonance and y
is the standard deviation of the incoming: neutron energy
distribution, and B s v <rQ where v is the target thickness in
atoms per square centimeter and tr^ is the peak value of the
cross section due to the resonance alone. Nv/K Is determined
experimentally. The thickness, v. can be determined with reason-
ably good accuracy; a IV. discrete values of &~ can be
determined, depending u on the statistical weight factor, jr,
described in chapter X ana the resonant energy. Hence, a few
discrete values can be postulated. an experlmeatally
cietenr.ined ^
v/^ V'»T should be corrected for potential scattering),
a value of . can be deteruined from the curves for each

postulated value of 6* The correct choice of B should yield
the same val ue of a when experiments srs conducted with several
different sample thicknesses, other eonditi&ns being the sezse.
erefor®, consistent values, of .. for different sample thick-
nesses is evidence of s correct assumption of <T^.
. addition s peak height analysis method just
described, » ersbscner and Chern have ueveloped a method of
determining the id T , of a resonance £or resonances In
this energy region (>), based on an area analysis of the trans-
silssion ratio curve. e method consists essentially of
measuring the area between the transmission curve and unity
over a good portion of the resonance 41] . te energy segments
on each side of the tranamisQlc rve ^.loisum must be equal in
order to cancel the effects of the anti-symmetric interference
terra a Breit- ignsr expression (see Chapter I . .- method
yields s different uidtn for each postulated peak cross section
value, <T^* The correct choice can be made only if the total
sagular momentum quantum number, J, is known.
:er method of peak height analysis based upon the
assumption of a rectangular neutron im*rg$ resolution is dis-





bea* of protons was obtained by aeans of the Van oo Graaff
:»ctrostatie Generator. The magnetic *nd electrostatic
analysers were described In Chapter . this proton beaa boa*
barded a Xithiaa target to yield neutrons by the Li'lp,nj£e'
reaction, -luce the angle of neutron sccejtance was fixed at
122° *1°, the neutron energy was ipally a function of proton
energy.
The first step in the procedure was to check the target
thickness by iseana of the standard biseauth sample et tne 12 kev
bismuth resonance Cuee Chapter XX )• If the target was satis-
factory, a eh—k of the known 1332 kev forward threshold of the
*(p#a)Bs' reaction was then made in order to calibrate voltage
settings on the electrostatic analyser.
The procedure for obtaining data was then to set the proton
energy at the necessary level to attain tae desired nominal
neutron energy. The nuaber of neutrons was normalised by
measuring the integrated proton curr* .e lithiua
target. First a count of neutrons with no sa&ple was obtained.
• amount of integrated yroton current was selected to yield an
w ou' " count of about 4^00 to 10,000 in orde: to ko«p trie
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experimental trior at about Z-. . <ext ti& samples were inserted
by the remote control ftllf ayateK into the colligated neutron
path and HaV counta were taken* Then another "out" count was
taken aa a cheek on stability of experimental conditions during
the run at that parti c -iiergy. inas&uch at anaiyaia of
experimental daft* involves comparison ana u e of data obtained
from different eample thickneseea, it was desirable that neutron
counts should be taken with miteh eample thickness in sequence at
a given energy level in order that experimental co ot.a would
be as nearly equal aa possible for all aanple thicknesses,
I or near the resonant energy , where the cross sect >a
high, thinner esjaplee were uaed in order t >eln higher count-
ing r-Jtes when tae sample* were "i: • Away froa the resonances
the cross aection is small and virtually independent of neutron
energy. hlle the use of thin samples yields high "!;/' counts
such region*, tlM tranamisaion r^tio is very nearly unity
thereby increasing the statistical error Un barns; in the eross






ve et al (6) deter rimer that ik
cross section value ce of
(A bam la i " square c ater; . a value
corr» .3 to a J quantuae nusl-er of 2 . a experimental data
rer roofcr } U (
i a *l value of 1 in joint above
.
arns was r/ *
t aired. att t w;*s ttada to fit Use eAjeri&ental data
a theora ve using a^ 333 barns, / " i neutrons,
J • 1, P »40 k&i st 3 *oV| a ? <* .. . Figure 4
shows this cu:ve together wi uus «xpertnie; I . e
aayoaetry of this curve is a >ed by the preeeeo* of a else*
abls interference term for & s neutrons.
, T ,
about . tead of . ) kev would probably yield s
better fit to exp«riiR*? ? . .late
.
ve
fits GxperlsKmt .te veil, It is iaprobftble t he
resol . f the trookhsVM experimental I yield
experimental Croats sections so clos to ask \
,
which is the case if a peak value of 333 barns is assumed.
an attempt to lit •xperlasttl its witn «J * - , / *
n^Ki I , und a wi , f . B 2j .na from
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ar»* analysis by the Broekhav<*n group i yielded vary poor re-
suit; I uch a narrow width la not consistent itn
erlatetttal data. of about • >ev «a*14 ba needed
;rv« fitting of experimental d se« i area
analysts by the Method described in Chapter III of experimental
data obtained with ><aF sample;
, }, satf 4 (see Table 1
yielded an average widt > T , : . tev for tie postulates
a lues of •! 5 2 ana >£ . r the widtn at
resonance nei frosi the area method agrees eery well with
that obt f direct curve fit I , and the aaaigntaent
J * 2, A * seen* very satisfactor ever, in order to get
a detailed fit, it was neceasary to assuste the unreasonably
vaiue J^ot ** ? barns; consequently, tnls assignment is somo-
what less satisfactory i • 1 asausption.
/ • 1 neutrons are postulates, t ;- interference tera
be neglected, but the asymmetry is then explained by the f
that the ' , V
,
varies directly with \ - a Sreit- igner
resonance ters is then alterao to trie aperexlamtli
_ i£ fir * . :
- ^ • (9
where o^Jia is in b*; , atai factor
described i t Tr & the v,i | i resonant
energy i \, T i the width at a/»y energy in Hi
neutron tuari v, end it* t .. i t energy in *ev.

*s
Aw»y frofc the resonant energy where U - fc# J is large
r , the sec or can be ne&lected.
-ce, away frees the resonant &**txy tae resonance cross section
is proportions; - * tor I * 1 neutrons* Figure 5
snows an empirical curve fitted to experimental data by a : ro-
rttonality .3.
Because of ti»e un te peak cross, e«ct
value of the 3 **v resonance of sodium, experiments were ccr-
ted with the various thielm—MS of sodium fluoride
describea la Tyblu ... , «usslau pes* height sn&iysis of the
resonance was made in the Aanner described I apter
J values of 1, 2, end 3 were toe: Table IX shows the "A"
values obtained for SftSh sample thickness paireo with each
postulated J value* J « *•% sejisi t since expsxlmentai
values of the peak cross section, &%j>p$ wore greater than the
aorotieal value of 111 lams for J » . sisteney of "A"
values for ©rent *sses is evidence of a correctly
>late> k« results shown in Table II favor J 3
over J = and J • 1, I. tossisteney for J > 2 is :
sufficient to rule it 01.1. , » 1 -a unlikely on the basis
of this analysis in agreement sit • results found by . elove
and the Brooka&vea group, and • mors direct observation
aire-. acuewed --timing I aroeas of experimental vslues
to 333 barns f the peak cross s< 1 value fox 1«
of this resonance I je*e self absorption

















A s f . . where y is stent; deviation of neutron energy
distribution .
c correspond antus. nunbers.
iSlstency of values for different sample thicknesses is
correct v value.
of *"jj = #27 barns waa obtained by this method; i, 3, or
3 are possibilit I , but J s 3 **&* ^© * 77£ barns, which is
closer to #27 barns than is nonsally expect©;.
i = i is postulated, experts*) ta can be adjusted
for the variation of the width, T , with the energy by raising
;s&iS8ic ~io, Sv/h with Uy corrected for potential
scattering, to tbe r v - *<* f**oai an area
lysis of these adjusted tr nstiiseiori ratios are ta
Table ila corresponding to the proportional-
ity factor oi . . ed in the empirical curve re 5*
ies in the values obtained by the two au. ould t»
due to the fact that the analyses vers &ade v. . ffe.-cnt
Seta of experlnent *ta with si different energy scales.
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Table Zla. , P ,
t » i i
-
.^»——MMM».i^(MW*l«Jll 111 !!! Ml H I I I ! I I li I > II I III I I II I M I » II W«WW* I I I II I ——^—i
I !»«»«» i i - — « ! i - » i» «'' i i i i » i i i ' ii i i » »i ii i ii ii ii m i i »
«J value *} m 1 s 2 =3
T by area analysis, *3f 6 • »** i »04 .2k .03
Ii v
r by empirical ,44 ± 0.04 ,)h . t
fornu. , .3lag
s -JU-
r«a analysis by Mersbac.er-U*ern method witu experitaen
laciieslon ratios corrected for variation of %idth
neutron energy, C = fj»{ '
ilaitfc in values stated because of uncertainty of .
A sunsery of the results of experiments both by myself and
by others on this resonance is given in Table i The assign*
went of quantum number J « 2a la agxssment *ith oelove et al,
and aurular quantum number JL * 1 seems most consistent,
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555 *i 1 distant with shape,
teak height analysis,
Hi Most consistent with
peak height analysis
Upper iieiit of ^ <^>)
laiusi value of ^ - i okhaven data 300 barnso







































area analysis of U*e $J ^"«v sodiuw rMMUN was ctade
by the method* described 1. ith data obtained from
a neutror* transmission experiment using * «etalllc sodium
•s&ple of thickness . V x 1022 atoms per square ematime&mi .
Kesults of this analysis are giver in Table I • the lowest
value of the trailsalssion r^>tit> obtained « -tie st **d
bis&utn sample at tne 12 hcv bismuth resonance peak was 0»$2«
a value was determined In . -ot^in^. up the experiment , ana, in




J ^app barns <T^ tarns F \
postulated mmMmm theoretical calculated
«——i ill i i ii .i ii mmmm~~mi* i m mm»1—«—
—
— I I » « ' i »——•mmm I i n ———. I
i . 1.70
2 U~ 31. .03
3 44.
d~~ot °** 3»7 barns assumed I determining ^^ f .,
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§•99)08 has determined llQ tnat the (}ututwa numhur J for
is reeguarc* should be equal to or loss than 3* «i > was not
considered, ainco values of &~&pp obtained exceeded o.) barns,
tne theoretical Talus of <r^ for J • .
A transmission experiment was conducted at the same ttae at
53 kev with 8**" samples number 3, 4, and 5 (see Table I}. The
nearness of tha |>9 *ev fluorine resonance complicated analysis
of data obtained at 53 kev with, the Ml samples* table V shows
the results of anal/sis of this experiment by the difference




odlff .;l<t>8 4 -'
±1.7 b
i .0 b
with sample 3 <»t j>eak)
vlth sample 4 lot peak)
with sai.-ylo 5 iat peak)
d^ot of sodium assumed
<r""" of fluorine assumed
<r^u ffsr limit, samples 3 1 4








)^\> upper limits were determined from Dethe f s oeif-ebcorption
curve.
Sample t 3ss are given in Table 1*
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ince t values of ^^ooiff axceeo l**f barnb, the theoreti-
cal value of <r^ for J - ±, I . fl oice of *: la narrowed to <i * 2
or J s 3, height analysis, Gaussian resolution, was Bade
by the method described in chapter 111 I er to choose be-
tween J values of 2 and >. rh« results of this analysis are
i Table . . J S5 J seeas more consistent taan * « .. in












o.?o • 38 0.26
r « r . .. are y is St deviation of neutron energy
di3t »..
i-s correspond co J ^uantu^ nuabers.
y of values for different staple thicknesses is
evidence of correct J v^lue.
Avers, ues based on widths tabulated in 'fabl*.
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Anotner approach to ti;e i roblea of correct i it* for
neutron energy distribution is to consider the effect of the
2 degree spread I tn© angular acceptance of neutrons, tftja If
monoergic neutrons were obtained fr<**8 the litnium target at a
particular angle, aeitfamt count©J atili ave an energy spread,
since M s are acceded for counting between 121 degrees
and 123 degrees* in the esse of s&onoerglc neutrons leaving the
lithiua et iri the center of a&ass syfit.. , the energy distri-
bution of neutrons counted would be more or less* rectangular In
shape* ibbons has calculated the energy spread *» a function
of on energy at 12.. degrees for thfl tank arrangement used
at Daks University l*>)« *«rsbac*»er has plotted a faail
curves field the expected transmission ratio which wou
be observed at I :t,icuiur resonant energy with a rectangular
neutron energy cistrlbution of known energy spread.
curves may be used to calculate the expected value of the peak
cross section rroviucd a~^ li.*». the total angular saomentum
and xidth V are known, if the wsius a of P and tf"T are
correct, the vaiu** of the cross section obtained by such a
determination should be the maxiauia value obtainable witn the
experiaiT equipment st Duke University* This Method of
analysis can conceivably eliminate some J values for s given
resonance*
a peek height analysis besed upon the assumption of a
ret *utron energy distribution was mads of the 53 kev
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la this tabular summary, values of cross s* due to
the resonance alone are ilat«u. > A**rl*«ntal values are coo-
pered * value* i are obtained by cojrectii
r a rectangular neutron energy distribution *itb the aid of
*
v
.ersbachar's curves* Tiia calcul .s v*ere baaed on widtn
values, T , frora Table IV aitu botri possible J values &» irxdi-
c«ted in Tables V an . e lowest value of A t, HUM
rectangular eaer^/ distribution in kev, *nich was used in ml
analysis was obtained from Cifeboa's curve , . . • er values
of 41 wore alao used, fcx .. bon's curve is based upon the
assumption of monoerglc neutrons in the center of mass system*
Hence, larger values of 4 are to be expected because, even
li the center of mass system* s spread in neutron energies is
present due t ton energy spread and tare* cknee .
rarlaon of calculated values with experimental values in
Table VII makes J * 3 store plausible than J - While the
as ex- Im&Mi with each sample thickness can be made
to fit QXjeriment&i values i -iicioua choices of 4 , for
botn J values, it ia to be noted that tae calculated Chan
I cross a a for different tar&et thicknesses is isore
consistent witn experimental values tor J * 3 than for J • 2«
Also, cross sectior.s obtained from the difference method are
considerably more consistent for J * }« &ly» d 3i
is *er J s i on the basis of this system of analysis,
ciusic.
, t e value J • 3 >•-' - » -f7 , id
kev seems to be the value most consistent wit all data* .e
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value J s 2 wita & width, f , of 1.G3 *• - be ruled o
over* = r 1 &re i . iraental
cross M values exceed the I .es for
-ubersu J = 3 i» »©r« c insistent than 4 »
height analyses based upon both Gausslsn sad ratltl| neutr
energy distributions, as shown in Table*.
Aa assignaent of J 3 ior tttia level is also S y
1*1 cross section measurements of . . , . .

ilysea *«re eu»de 6 , •, an
kev resonances of lerence aet d the
. resolution pe** iysia wit <l«*ecribec
,
also by the rectan^ ul»r ran Mi
described I -tarson has shown X
or l^ss for I I ^oces i 10 . X*'.
u use-' :Ss a. 1 -- as of
In <n«as corresr . x 10^ a teat, oi .-*•
per square centiliter, an,
r. to ,
.
stouts par square centi~
se s a hss half as aany c atoms as
atoms. iaisSsl value of tss bi&mu ; inssdssL
i"v«* £> r is foun . ilia
tax . 1 scatter: ross sections oV 3»* &•*»• for
orine si . ^rns for carbon *ere assume volu&tiag
se resonances.
Table s the possible theoretic*! peak values of the
as S'. s uue to resonance tersie alone I lues of
,
1 m tor c ree resonances.
Tsl ives *sult« of a Gaussian peak hel<
























* f 2, , ero y is st rlstlofl of neutron energy
di ion,
ubseripta ccrr4s r ona to 4 qusatua numbers.
koslVtCM nt senple thicknesses is
tvicence of cc
rage s based f : * . k4 Tj i *ev.
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analysis of t ^v fluorine resonance. Tne value J « 2 sera*
Most cor sit: tent sines is s.ost consistent ..-.-
nesses. J » 1 renalns «• a definite poaslbiii is
definitely eliminated as a possibility. • *srs obtainsd
fross the f .&s of l-attar ||0 .
Table a shows the re suit as of a rect *iar resolution peak
he. analysis of t H kev fluoride resonance. A
was 1.33 k«*» eo*parsd to I.46 ewn (e .







ex mtal I for 9
olff. &eth. • i . .3 .0







All values of <T^ are ;eak values due t. t resonance tore*
clone.
A ' .a-ve is 1.33 kev. analysis
r*
. . . and JT . : or
«
. as dstertained by rattei
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analysis* s theoretical values obtained Ld be the highest
possible valuer couiu be obtained S»perl«s»t
S
\\j9 since
they are based upon oonoerjglc neutrons in the center of mass
systes* Two out of three of the values obtained experiment & _
exceed the values predicted upon the basis of J » 1. The experi-
uai value obtained by the difference method exceeds its
theoretical counterpart for J « 1 by a considerable amount, but
agrees fairly closely witn the corres.. ondin# value for £ • 2*
I value J • 1 ssesiS «or* plausible than J s 1 fro« this
met nod of analysis*
Table d gives the results of a Gaussian peak 1 - analysis
of the 49 kev resonance* te value *J » was net considered
since tflTpp exceeded the theoretical value of 13*6 barns for
J * used in this analysis wezt* those determined by
iatterson $u) by area analysis* Uo definite conclusions can be
drawn froia this analysis*
snalysls based a rectangular resolution was »ade of
I resonance 1. . ar to choose between J s 1 and = 3*
Tsble -ho*s the results of this analysis* The saount of the
energy spread o ed froa Gibbon 1 s curve \.<n , A I - 2 aev, ar
higher values of A I wtr«j used* Theoretical pear cross section
values computed on the bases of 4 • 1 and J » 2 a&ret
values obtained experimentally with more or less equal l -
slstency* Accordingly, no choice between J * i ar> J = can be









vara&e value of y tor
bo; ickneasee, kev ..v: 1.10
.
s f . i where y ia gti aeviiwion of neutron
energy disti
ibacripta correspond *• nuftbere.
erent «] Icknee&es is
evidence of cc value.
Average y values baaed on f^ = 1.4* sad f^ . fcev.
Table






















* All values of ^ are pea, ..;ea due to the resonance t*T»
alone.
A .ilned fro* r is 2 icev.
knalyele asset. , r= 1.42 lun , = -, and T» 0.
for ,i s 2 sfi determined by
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I shows the results of ft CeuaeUn peak h*i»
analysis of t I fluorine r&scmenca. value *J *
was not considered, since tf"i~pp exceeaed 6.7 bams, the
eersjtissl v<*lue corres^ondi, » = . .e «*.!< ) was
Also considered as a test of the sethod. « three J values
shown, J s 2 seems most consistent trim this method of analysis.
The width* were obtained froa the thesis *4 .... :tterser. 1
r*ct ; , eutron energy distribution ie acre likely
Gaussian distribution at kev. £iy# a re*
ten&ular distri m ssjejH esAfcht analysis was oade of this








1A in .*> . .37
Average value of y
for both thicknesses, 2*0 3»3
kev
T/2.^3 y where y is standard deviation of neutron energy
distribution,
jfescript* correspond to %J qu&ntua awsibers.
values for different tm&pla t: usses is
evidence ot ao.
Average y values based n f«l) T« • $ kev.
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gave strong evidence that J s 1 is the correct angular aoxtentun;
quantum number, sis 111 eno*s th« result* of thia analysis.






li o w o >
.-. . for «J • 1 for J » 2
>ti
di< . . * 1.0 14.0
nethod
1/6* in
teflon 17.7 16.6 30.S
1/4 in
teflon 17.7 19.4 >0.*
All values of <r~£ are peak values <iue to the resonance tens
alone.
A obtained fro*a v< 3o3 «.••
Analvale based upon widtns r * i0 kev for J s i end T =
kev for J • 2 ss determined by i atterson ( k )
.
a suaaary of the results of experimental analysis of the
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Resonant
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j" exj> too hi* .
lift**
iocrt consistent.




^ exp too hi* . .







e. enalnea from aelf-abe n curve
i ighest experimental vso .
In concli. value J • I seeaa mo^t cons. I for the
27 kev fluorine resonance. J » Q Is ruled out for this resonance
because experimental values of the cross section exceed the
theoretical value, i qhk height analysis b&sed upon a Gaussian
neutron energy distribution favors J * 2 slightly over J = .
Task height analysis based upon a rectangular resolution favors
J 5 2 ov*r 4 • X somewhat sore etro; . Accc ly, J *
stoat probable value.
the case of the 49 fcev fluorine resonance, the asclgzueer
of J 1 or J t *. sees equally justifiable. The value J = is

ruled out, sine© experimental cross sections excess the; ccrrespond-
ieoretical value.
The assignment of total angular quautus number J - 1 is ;aost
sistent for the 10, key fluorine rssonanee based upon all
methods of analysis except the Cisussian peek height analysis.
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